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simply vote a Bill declaring StraSord to be a public danger and induce the Lords to pass it. It had been a favourite Tudor method for using subservient Parliaments to remove an inconvenient nobleman: Hazlerig was stepping into the shoes of bluff King Hal.
In the ensuing debate Bristol's son Digby deserted his former friends. He had voted for impeachment by judicial process, but he could not stomach this Attainder, this creating of a new crime, calling it treason, and then killing a man for former breaches of the new law. Such a precedent would make bloodshed the end of every political disagreement, even, Digby insinuated, of every private feud. The House threw him a sop (blackening its own case in the process) by voting that the attainder of Straf-ford must not be considered a precedent. It is significant of the state of political feeling that at such a crisis barely half the House had troubled to attend.
The Lords were indignant. They had just quarrelled with an outrageous demand from the Commons, that new charges should be brought and Stratford allowed no time to collect evidence for their refutation. They now refused to drop the trial. Pym and Hampden persuaded the Commons to let impeachment and attainder proceed side by side. But a grave error had been made, and the Lords' eyes were beginning to open to what was really going on. Something must be done to destroy the majority in the Lords which would certainly block the Attainder, to restore a shaken faith in the Commons1 honesty of purpose, and save Pym and his friends from a disgraceful fiasco, perhaps from political ruin. Pym had two cards up his sleeve.
Sir Harry Vane, on whose testimony so much depended, had a son and namesake. Young Hairy and Pym now came forward with a curious story. Long ago Vane had got hold of his father's keys and used them to rifle a certain cabinet, covered with red velvet. There, he said, he had found the Council notes, since burnt, had read how Stafford advised the King to bring over Irish Papists " to

